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PERSPECTIVES FOR GLUEBALLS SEARCH ATFUTURE GSI ANTIPROTON FACILITY�Jan KisielInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polandfor the PANDA Collaborationy(Reeived February 8, 2003)The present status of glueballs searh is shortly reviewed, with speialemphasis on searh in proton-antiproton annihilation. The lattie QCDpreditions for glueball mass spetrum are presented. We disuss the mainrequirements for the detetor for glueball searhes with the planned HighEnergy Storage Ring (HESR) at GSI Darmstadt. The parameters of theHESR are also given.PACS numbers: 13.75.Cs, 14.20.Gk1. IntrodutionIn the framework of the quantum �eld theory of strong interations,quantum hromodynamis (QCD), mesons are interpreted as quark�anti-quark (q�q) bound states. The understanding of meson spetra is based onsix �avours of quarks having a new degree of freedom � olour. The threelightest quarks are the starting point of the SU(3) �avour lassi�ation. A-ording to this lassi�ation, mesons form nonets (3 � �3) with the samevalue of spin, parity and harge onjugation. The QCD postulates that onlyolour-singlet (�olourless�) objets an be observed. The QCD introdues� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.y Proton ANtiproton at DArmstadt Collaboration: Austrain Aad. of Siene, Univ.Bohum, Univ. Bonn, Univ. Bresia, Univ. Catania, Univ. Craow, GSI Darmstadt,TU Dresden, JINR Dubna, Univ. Erlangen, Northwestern Univ. Evanston, INFNFerrara, INFN Frasati, INFNGenova, Univ. Genova, Univ. Giessen, Univ. Glasgow,KVI Groningen, FZ Jülih, LANL Los Alamos, Univ. Mainz, TU Münhen, Univ.Münster, BINP Novosibirsk, Univ. Pavia, Univ. Silesia, Pol. Torino, Univ. Torino,Univ. Trieste, Univ. Tübingen, TSL Uppsala, Univ. Uppsala, SINS Warsaw.(2407)



2408 J. Kisieleight gauge vetor �elds (vetor bosons), the gluons (g), whih are alsoolour-harged. Interations between gluons are possible and non-Abeliannature of QCD allows therefore to build new, bound, olourless states on-sisting of two or more gluons � the glueballs (gg or ggg). The observationof glueballs and the preise measurement of their properties would be veryimportant for understanding of dynamis of low-energy QCD, where pertur-bative methods annot be applied, beause the oupling onstant beomestoo large at low-momentum transfer.2. Glueballs mass spetrum from lattie QCDAt present, the most reliable preditions on the glueballs mass spetrumome from the lattie QCD alulations. In this approah, the ontinuoustheory of QCD is transformed to Eulidian spae, then disretized, andplaed in a �nite box. Quarks are plaed in sites whereas gluons live onlinks. By inreasing the lattie volume and dereasing the lattie spaingto zero, �disrete� beomes �ontinuous�. The lattie QCD alulations areperformed assuming in�nite quark masses i.e. negleting q�q loops.This approximation implies that glueball states are not mixed with q�qstates. We may expet that the mixing with ordinary q�q states, having thesame quantum numbers, may hange the glueballs mass spetrum. Fig. 1shows the glueballs mass spetrum from lattie QCD alulations in quenhed

Fig. 1. The glueball mass spetrum from lattie QCD alulations in quenhedapproximation i.e. negleting q�q loops. (adopted from Ref. [1℄).



Perspetives for Glueballs Searh at Future GSI : : : 2409approximation. As one an see, most of the low-lying glueball states havequantum numbers aessible also for ordinary q�q states and therefore an bemixed with them. Suh states an be identi�ed as glueballs, or states havinglarge gluoni ontent, by ful�lling meson nonets and looking for extranumer-ous states. Also areful inspetion of their deay pattern may indiate ontheir nature. The quantum numbers of the JPC=2+� state are forbiddenfor q�q states, therefore its identi�ation an be more straightforward.3. Present status of glueballs searhSo far the prime glueball andidate is the salar state f0(1500). It hasbeen observed in entral ollisions [2, 3℄, J= radiative deays [4℄ and �ppannihilations [5,6℄ i.e. in glue-rih environment, and is not present in  ol-lisions [7℄. There are �ve isosalar salar resonanes: f0(400�1200), f0(980),f0(1370), f0(1500) and f0(1710), whereas the meson nonet an only hostfour. The Crystal Barrel ollaboration analyzed high statistis data from�pp annihilations at LEAR and measured f0(1500) deays into �0�0, ��, ��0,KLKL and 4�0. Also other salar states have been observed in this exper-iment. The small f0(1500) width and deay branhing ratios support itsinterpretation as the glueball state mixed with quarkonia. However, the�nal lassi�ation of salar nonet states is still a matter of debates.The seond lowest glueball state predited by lattie QCD alulationsis the tensor state with a mass of about 2.4 GeV/2. In this mass regionan extremely narrow (width� 20MeV/2) state �(2230) has been seen inMark III [8℄ and BES [9℄ experiments. However DM2 ollaboration [10℄failed in �nding �(2230) resonane in J= radiative deays. Also a highresolution searh for a tensor glueball in the mass region 2.23 GeV/2 in�pp annihilations gave negative result [11℄. No signal has been observed in�pp ! �� ross setion whih ould have been assoiated with a glueballformation. Therefore, one an onlude that the suspiion of the glueballnature of the �(2230) state needs farther studies.4. General layout of the HESR and detetorfor hadron spetrosopyThe Superonduting Synhrotrons SIS100/200, the Colletor Ring, theNew Experimental Storage Ring, the Super Fragment Separator, the protonlinia and High Energy Storage Ring (HESR) are planned as a new GSIfaility [12℄. It will be a unique opportunity to perform a broad spetrum ofresearh: nulei far from stability, hadron spetrosopy, ompressed nulearmatter, high energy density in bulk matter and ion-matter interations. Theproton-antiproton (�pp) annihilation is well known glue-rih environment,and therefore the glueball searhes, as a part of broad hadron spetrosopyresearh program, an be done with HESR.



2410 J. Kisiel TABLE IGeneral parameters of HESR. High luminosity mode uses stohasti ooling,whereas high resolution mode eletron ooling. The high resolution mode is fore-seen for antiproton beam momenta of up to 8 GeV/.Parameter valueBeam momentum 1.5�15.0 [GeV/℄Prodution rate LR 107/sNumber of stored antiprotons 5� 1010Luminosity 2� 1032m�2s�1 � high luminosity mode1031m�2s�1 � high resolution modeRelative momentum spread �p=p � 10�4 � high luminosity mode� 10�5 � high resolution modeTable I summarizes the main HESR parameters. The usage of internalantiproton beam and hydrogen luster/pellet target is foreseen. In order torealize the hadron spetrosopy researh the planned detetor should: overnearly full solid angle, allow for good partile identi�ation and aept highrate of annihilation events (total ross setion of 100 mb). Measurements ofproesses with nb ross setions will require e�ient trigger system. Magnetsurrounding the detetor will allow for traking of harged partiles. Theywill be identi�ed with ring imaging Cerenkov detetor. Photons will be mea-sured in alorimeter. All these omponents form an �onion-like� strutureof the detetor, whereas muon ounters and hadron alorimeter are parts ofthe forward spetrometer. There is a justi�able believe that glueball stateswill be observed with a new detetor operating on HESR.REFERENCES[1℄ C.J. Morningstar, M. Peardon, Phys. Rev. D60, 034509 (1999).[2℄ D. Barberis et al., (Omega Collab.), Phys. Lett. B453, 305 (1999).[3℄ R. Bellazzini et al., (GAMS Collab.), Phys. Lett. B467, 296 (1999).[4℄ D.V. Bugg et al., Phys. Lett. B353, 378 (1995).[5℄ C. Amsler et al., (Crystal Barrel Collab.), Phys. Lett. B342, 433 (1995).[6℄ C. Amsler et al., (Crystal Barrel Collab.), Phys. Lett. B353, 571 (1995).[7℄ R. Barate et al., (Aleph Collab.), Phys. Lett. B472, 189 (2000).[8℄ R.M. Baltrusaitis et al., (Mark III Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 107 (1986).[9℄ J.Z. Bai et al., (BES Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 189 (1996).[10℄ J.E. Augustin et al., (DM2 Collab.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 189 (1988).[11℄ C. Amsler et al., (Crystal Barrel Collab.), Phys. Lett. B520, 175 (2001).[12℄ An International Aelerator Faility for Beams of Ions and Antiprotons, Con-eptual Design Report, GSI 2001.


